
How to Find the Best Contractors - 

Building a strong relationship for a successful project.

How to find them 
As previously mentioned, great contractors in Christchurch 
don’t advertise as much as you might expect. Therefore, we 
need to get a little creative, rather than just jumping on-line 
for a Google search. 

#1 Use your network 
Pick up the phone and ring anyone you know that’s involved 
in a trade and ask that person if they know someone that’s 
reliable and honest, within the field of work you’re looking for.

#2 Jump on Facie
Post a Facebook post saying “Who’s had an awesome 
experience hiring a painter? I need their details”.

A little effort here will get you a recommendation. When 
someone is recomended, it comes with integrity and social 
pressure for them to make sure they provide great service too.

Be Awesome
Once you’ve found your expert, a very useful phrase with the 
contractor is “I trust your judgement”.  Trusting an experts 
advice makes the expert happy, and it’s a subconscious 
challenge for them to ensure an expert result. You do 
however need to keep the job on a leash, so a phrase such 
as “My budget is X and I really can’t exceed that, I need you 
to make me aware now if there’s going to be any surprise 
costs, before we get started” can be helpful too. 

Other useful tricks
Buy the person a coffee, $4.50 goes a blimmin long way 
towards a healthy relationship. 

Know when to let go
Your presence and help is sometimes unappreciated.
“Is there anything I can do to make your life easier?” 
If not, leave them to it.

Know your product
If you do a little research on YouTube into how the job will 
unfold, prior to talking to a contractor, you’ll be able to use 
terminology that will let the contractor know that you do in 
fact understand the project, and that they can’t pull the wool 
over your eyes. Ideally, you’ve got a great contractor anyway, 
but it’s always nice to tell them that you’re somewhat 
knowledgeable.

Know your project
Don’t change your mind. Make a decision, pull the trigger, 
and DO NOT add in an additional thoughts part way through 
the process. This is frustrating for the contractor and 
expensive for you.

Post a review
Once the job is completed, post that you’re delighted with 
the work. #Christchurch #Business Name #Industry (Don’t 
forget your hashtags). The contractor will see it, and happily 
return at a moments notice for your next project.

Offer to do the tidy up
Doing the tidy up for a contractor keeps your bill smaller, 
and your contractor will probably comment that you’re their 
single favourite client. No contractor in Christchurch, if not 
the world, actually enjoys the clean up at the end of the day, 
so your offer is likely to be music to their ears.

The best people in any industry tend not to advertise. They simply don’t need to because their reputation creates  enormous demand via previous customers referring them.

Hey, I bought you a coffee, 
it’s over there on the counter.
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Peace of mind, is a piece of cake
when constructed the Wrightway.
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